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VISIBLE ARTICULATION SYNTHESIS FROM AUDIO STREAM FOR 

SIGN LANGUAGE TRANSLATION SYSTEM 

 

Lips animation method for synchronous translation into sign language is described. As 

opposed to methods that work with a record of a full sentence, the proposed solution has a constant 

delay that does not depend of sentence length. The method is based on selection of video frames from 

a training video in a specific order to achieve natural look. 
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Introduction. Statement of the problem. 

The problem of lips animation is studied in the context of sign language translation system 

development. Automatic translation of verbal language into sign language is an actual problem, which 

solution will expand the communication possibilities for people with hearing impairments. 

This translation can be done from text, recorded audio or live audio stream. Sign language 

translation approaches have been studied for a long time abroad. For example, well known device 

iCommunicator [1] provides the possibility to translate English audio records or texts into Signed British. 

The main disadvantages of the known systems is the lack of translation into natural Sign Language, hand 

and lips animation inaccuracy. 

Communication problems for people with reduced hearing arise in many situations. For example, 

when dealing with someone who does not speak sign language, in a telephone conversation or video phone 

call, listening to voice messages at railway stations, airports, watching TV where subtitles or sign language 

translation are not available. 

To facilitate the perception of voice for people with reduced hearing, information should be 

supplemented by text messaging (subtitled), visible articulation, cued language [2], and sign language. The 

visible articulation plays an important role in the perception of voice for hard of hearing people. Accuracy 

of information understanding by people with hearing disabilities was 43% higher using voice and lip-

reading comparing to voice-only communication in the studies conducted by Q. Summerfield [3]. Failure 

to see lips causes significant discomfort during a telephone conversation and significantly complicates the 

process of communication. Most systems for video telephony today do not solve the problem of 

articulation reproduction because transmission rate in such networks is not sufficient for a clear lip-

reading. 

The research conducted in the Sign Language Laboratory of Lviv Polytechnic National University is 

focused on development of a system for sign language translation with the least possible delay. Automatic 

sign language translation system being developed consists of software modules for speech recognition, 

translation, sign language synthesis, articulation synthesis and video encoding (Fig. 1). One of the 

important element of the sign language synthesis module is an articulation module that provides lip-

reading possibilities along with sign language. 
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Fig. 1. Software modules and data flows in the system for translating into sign language 

 

In the system for sign language translation animation lip can be performed in the following cases: 

1. Lip animation from the audio stream to facilitate the perception of sound information by people 

with partial hearing loss. 

2. Lip animation for the audio stream when the speech recognition module can’t recognize words. 

3. Animation lips while manually spelling words. 

4. Lip animation as a part of sign language translation. 

To date, the most investigated are cases 3 and 4 – the animation along with sign language or 

fingerspelling [4]. The focus of this article is on animating lips to enable lip-reading for people with partial 

hearing loss and animation in case when phonemic information is not available. 

 

Analysis of recent research and publications 

Automatic animation of realistic speaking characters remains a challenging problem in the field of 

computer graphics because of the complexity of facial expressions and human sensitivity to imperfections 

in visual articulation models. There are two main approaches to the synthesis of visible articulation for 

virtual characters [5]. The first one is based on phonemes. Phonemes can be obtained from the input text 

using dictionary or from speech recognition engine. The resulting video is created on the basis of phonemic 

information. The second approach is based on audio stream features without phoneme recognition. 

The first approach can be used for synthesis of visible articulation from a text or from an audio 

record. The main advantage of this approach is the use of a dictionary that helps in distinguishing visemes 

with similar pronunciation but completely different visible articulation. However, the use of dictionary 

limits the set of words being animated properly. It leads to completely inappropriate lip animation in the 

case of speech recognition mistake. This is a big drawback provided that modern speech recognition 

software does one mistake for every 8 words on the average. Besides that, the transition to the phonetic 

representation removes emotional component of the sentence, laughter, intonation. 

Modern automatic text-to-speech synthesis software is not able to arrange the logical stress properly, 

and, therefore, the phoneme-based approach has limitation for creation of realistic animation. The use of a 

dictionary causes delays in real time articulation synthesis, because the system has to waits for the 

pronunciation of complete word or sentence. 

The approach based on articulation synthesis from audio stream features may preserve emotional 

component of the sentence, logical stress, laughter, yawn, and other non-phonemic phenomena. The 

animation can partially represent sounds of other languages, even if they are not contained in the training 
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set. The transfer of such systems into another language is as easy as creation of a training video in another 

language. 

The method based on audio features has its own disadvantages. For example, it is difficult to 

distinguish some visemes that are very similar in audio features, but differ in articulation. These are, for 

example, the sounds / m / and / n /, / b / and / v /. 

The known solutions for visual articulation synthesis that are based on audio stream features use 

hidden Markov models and their modifications, Kalman filter, and neural networks for viseme selection. 

The method of hidden Markov models was used by Simons and Cox [6] to create a synthetic speech-

driven head. Fifty sentences were processed in order to create training samples, accompanied by video. 

There were extracted 10,000 vectors describing audio stream and 5000 vectors that describe facial image. 

These vectors were clustered to obtain 16 centroids for facial image and 64 centroids for sound features. 

The fully connected Markov model was created with 16 states. Each state of the model is responsible for 

one visual state of the face and in every state one frame of the video is rendered. The Markov model was 

trained using the Baum-Welch algorithm. 

Kalman filter method, that was used in [7], leads to better smoothing of lip animation comparing to 

animation synthesized using hidden Markov models. Despite the fact that the animation has less ragged 

movements, it was, according to the authors, more different from natural. 

Authors of the system named 'Picture my voice' [8] used recurrent neural network for transforming  

the space of 11x13 cosine Fourier transform coefficients into 37 parameters of facial animation. The 

training data was obtained from the system of facial animation based on phonemes. Phonetic representation 

was not used during animation synthesis. 

A method based on coarticulation model was used in [9]. The method used intermediate phonetic 

representation of sentences. The trajectory of face control points was determined at the training stage for 

pronunciation of phoneme triples and pairs. Dynamic programming algorithm was used on the stage of 

synthesis to determine the optimal trajectory of control points. The method shows the best quality for 

videos for synthesized in English. The disadvantage of this method is the need to use large training 

database and the inability to synthesize video with small delay. 

 

Article goals 

The article is focused on the first two cases of articulation synthesis when the animation is done 

directly from audio stream. The stated problem is in the synthesis of visible articulation of virtual character 

according to the incoming audio stream. Parameter ΔT  is set to limit the maximum delay of the 

synthesized animation relatively to input stream. 

 

Main part 

The developed articulation synthesis module consists of audio feature extraction and viseme 

synthesis sub-modules (Fig. 2). 

 

 

Fig. 2. The structure of articulation synthesis module 

 

The digitized sound is coming from microphone or network as a sequence of samples  x(i)  with 

sampling frequency F . Feature extraction unit processes the sequence  x(i)  in order to extract its local 
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characteristics. The energy of the sound at different frequencies and its change over the time is used as 

sound features instead of using sequence  x(i)  itself. It was done because the sequence of values itself is 

not a useful representation of sound features [10, p. 614]. Audio stream is considered to be a sequence of 

samples  x(i)  of the sampling frequency kHz=F 8 . Any audio stream  ix1  with another sample rate 1F  

is converted to sampling frequency F  utilizing linear interpolation: 
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The following convolution is used to extract audio energy indicator at frequency f  in the 

neighborhood of sample q : 
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where s is a half size of a window, α  is a parameter of Laplace window function (α  is a value about 400, 

proposed in [11]). 

The energy was calculated for frequencies in range 80…800 Hz with step 40 Hz: 

)+iE(q,=(q)Ei 4040 , 191,...,=i . 

The obtained 19 values if energy at frequencies 80, 120, …, 800 Hz where smoothed to 8 values 

using averaging formula: 
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where (q)Ei is a weighted sum of signal energies at frequencies Hz+ii 160...8080 . 

For the purpose of noise reduction the energy was averaged over time using 4 points with 128 

sample steps: 

4
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where (q)Ei  as an average energy in the neighborhood of sample q at frequencies Hz+ii 160...8080 , 

(q)Di  is an average speed of energy change in the neighborhood of q at frequencies z160...8080 H+ii . 

To describe the characteristics of the audio signal in the time neighborhood of q 16 values 

 )(),...,(,,..., 8181 qDqD(q)E(q)E  where used. The characteristics of the signal were determined with step 

of FPS/8000  samples, where FPS  is a frame rate per second. 

The output of feature extraction unit is a sequence Nppp= ...21p  of vectors Ppi   that describe 

characteristics of the audio stream at regular time intervals vF/1 , where vF  is a frame rate of video to be 

created. The number of samples N  that are available when the next frame of video has to be created is 

determined using the parameter of maximum delay ΔT : 

vFΔT=N  . 

The sequence p  is an input to the viseme synthesis unit. The output of this unit is a sequence 

......21 ivvv=v  of vectors Vvi   that uniquely describe each frame of video to be created. The unit creates 

a video stream and combines it with sound. At each step, a single video frame is synthesized, and then the 

next element of a sequence p  is obtained and its first element is removed. 
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In order to generate vectors that describe the output video a hidden Markov model  BA,P,T,M  

is utilized, where T  is a set of Markov model states, P  is a set of possible observations, RPTTA  :  

is the probability matrix of transition between states, and RPTB  :  is the probability matrix of 

obtaining observations in the states of the model. Unlike the existing approaches, the probabilities of 

transitions between states of a hidden Markov model are calculated based on the received observations that 

helped to narrow down the search to the optimal sequence of states and get a more natural animation. 

States T  of the hidden Markov model are all frames mq…qq 21  of the training video. Let’s denote 

PTQ :  the map from training video frames into audio features extracted in their neighborhood and 

VTW :  – the map from video frames to vectors that describe face model in it. 

The problem of visible articulation synthesis is considered as a problem of searching optimal 

sequence of states nt…tt 21 , Tti   given input audio stream, so that the synthesized sequence of frames 

from a sequence of vectors      ntW,…,tW,tW 21  that encode face images in the scene in the most natural 

way. 

The search of optimal sequence of Markov model states is performed at every frame selection stage 

that maximizes their posterior probability given previous frame 0t  and sequence of observations p : 

  p,t|t,,t,tP
t,,t,

=t,,t,t N

Nt
N 021

21

21 ...
...
maxarg... , (1) 

where 0t  is the state of Markov model, that was used for synthesis of previous video frame, that was 

already presented to user, and p  is a sequence of extracted features from available part of audio stream. 

The probability of state sequence in the modified Markov model is calculated using formula 

                       iiiii

N

=i
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1

02121021 .........   .  (2) 

The probability of Markov model output is defined as a normal distribution with mode obtained 

from training video: 

     2
1exp iiii ptQk=p,tB  , 

where 1k is a coefficient of audio stream influence. 

The calculation of transition probabilities is done by search within  C  training video frames where 

extracted audio feature vector was the most similar to obtained in sequence. Besides this the next frame in 

the training video is also considered as possible transition. For a set of states }{t j  the transition probability 

is set proportional to the probability of observations and the similarity of frames 

         2
21 exp cjijiji tWtWkp,tBp,t,tA  , 

where 2k  is a coefficient that takes into account similarity of adjacent frames of synthesized video and 

reduces the visible jumpy change in articulation. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the process of selecting possible states of the model for further synthesis of the 

video. In this example 0t is the last frame that has been synthesized. This frame corresponds to frame 2q  

of the educational video. 2q is the last known state of the Markov model. The set of possible transitions 

3q , 5q , 6q  limits the frame 1t that can be rendered next to 0t . State 3q  is chosen as the frame next to 

0t is the training video, states 5q and 6q  are selected using the minimum distance search from audio 

stream feature vector 1p . In the example 2=C . 

Finding a set of C  possible transitions is done by means of R-tree search algorithm, that guaranties 

search time complexity    TCO log . Expression (1) is calculated using dynamic programming. Given that 

at each step the number of sates is incremented not more than by C, the number of all possible states in 

dynamic programming does not exceed TC+1 . Thus the overall search complexity   2
1 TC+TO  or 
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 23CTO . To reduce the computational complexity of finding maximum (1) only Q the most probable 

states where selected at each step, which helped reduce the search time to acceptable results without visible 

drawbacks. In the experiments the value of T>30 did not lead to improved articulation synthesis because it 

was more than the average time of pronunciation of a word. The value of Q is selected in the range 

10…20, that makes it possible to apply the algorithm in real time. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The set of possible transitions of the Markov model implied by audio stream feature vector 1p . 

Experimental results 

The developed system was evaluated on the basis of video mailbox service. The service converts 

regular audio message in the mailbox into a properly articulated video. 

The training video for the service was created using manually animated virtual character who utters 

training monologue. This video was created using Poser with the phrase in German «Guten Tag lieber 

Anrufer! Sie sind verbunden mit meiner Video-Mailbox. Zur Zeit bin ich leider nicht persönlich erreichbar. 

Bitte hinterlassen Sie eine Nachricht nach dem Signalton ». The length of the training video was 10 

seconds recorded at 30 FPS. 

The visual articulation for Ukrainian, German, and English phrases was synthesized using the 

developed method. The example sequence of frames for a word “Hello” in English is shown in Fig . 4. The 

time for synthesis of a single video frame was 20 ms for 5=N  and 10=C  on a quad core computer with 

3.1 GHz Intel i5 processor. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Frames of viseme sequence for English word “Hello” synthesized on the basis of German training video. The 

frames are given in 5 frames interval. 
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The created prototype was used for the synthesis of video on a server that serves visual mailbox for 

videophones. According to the experiments, it was easier for users with reduced hearing to understand the 

synthesized message accomplished with lip animation then original voice message that contained only 

sound. In the absence of programs that synthesize lip animation in real time, comparison was carried out 

with the program LipSync developed by Annosoft, which is one of the world leaders in the development of 

lip sync animation software. LipSync program performs preprocessing of a file to select phonemes. In 

experiments the synthesized articulation for the German, English, and Ukrainian phrases was compared to 

animation created with LipSync. The animation made by LipSync was smoother, but there was no 

significant advantage for understanding the video in real time using lip-reading. 

Conclusions 

In the development of this work the prototype of lip animation synthesis system was developed and 

evaluated to produce articulation to help people with partial hearing loss. Virtual characters, who speak, 

can also be used for interactive web-pages in videophone systems, gaming systems and more. Further 

research will be aimed at improving the audio-visual transformation that can animate not only the language 

but also other sounds such as call, cry, laugh, and so on. 
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